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APPENDIX.

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

,

NRC Inspecticn Report No. 50-458/02-17

g ;^ ?erating License No..NPF-47
'gg

ee: Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU)e .

W P,0 Box 220
"

,

St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

:.ity Name: River Bend Station (RBS)
^ *

i ction At: .RBS, St. Francisville, Louisiana

Ir.. - ection Conducted: April 27 through May 1 and May 12-15, 1992
:

Inspectors: L. Gilbert, Reactor Irspector, Materials and Quality Programs$

h etion, Division of Reactor Safety e

-I. Barnes, Chief, Materials and Quality Programs Section'

Division of Reactor Safety

Approved: Imm OJOfirrvL b|dh __

:. ue' J/ Collins, Director Date'

% va. 1 of Reactor Safety y

inspection ammary 9

Inspection Conducted April 27 through May 1 and May 12-15. '992 (ReL 3rt
50-458/92-17)

-Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced insp: tion of the licensee's activities
associated 5:ith the reactor pressure vessel (R9V) feedwater Tozzlr safe end
replacement and action on a previously identified inspection finding.

Results: . Within the areas inspected, no violations o deviations were
identified. The inspectors ascertained that the li .asee has campleted its
simulated RPV feehter nozzle postweld heat treatment on the mockup. Review
of the postweld iieat treatment data indicated that tho temperatures specified
by engineerino could be satisfactorily achieved; however, additional 3

precaucions would be required for full compliance with the specification
'

heating rate limit of 100of per hour.

The inspectors questioned the initial qualification of welding operators, for
the proposed machine gas tungsten arc welding associated with replacement of
the RPV feedwWr nozzle safe end, as a result of the welding oprators
individually performing or.ly a portion of the 6G position for the consumable
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. insert root weld. The licensee subsequently requalified the welding operators
using. individual test coupons.

. The procurement documents for the special welding material for the RPV
feedwater nozzle welds wa.: found to be consistent with the conditions of the
NRC authorization regarding use of Code Case N-483. An unre' solved item was
identified (paragraph 3). pertaining to compliance with ASME Section III Code
requirements for test specimen removal from the replacement safe end forgings.

Or,e previous . inspection finding (Violation 458/9027-01) was closed during this
inspection.
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DETAILS

1. - PERSONS CONTACTED

RBS

*D. Andrews, Director, Quality Assurance (QA)
#R. Barnes, Supervisor, Maintenance / Codes and Stanuards
#J. Blakely, Supervisor, Inservice Inspection (ISI)
fM -Briley, Quality Control (QC) Inspector
*E. Cargill, Director, Radinlogical Program
#W. Chatterton, ISI. Technical Specialist'

#J. Cook, Licensing Technical Specialist
#*J. Deddens, Senior Vice President-
*R.-Easlick, Radwaste. Supervisor
*C. Fanta'cci, Radiological Engineering Supervisor

#*P. Graham, Plant Manager
#T.:Hoffman, Supervisor, Civil / Structural Design Engineering

- #F. Lenox, Jr. , . Technical Specialist
#*D. Lorfing, Supervisor.' Nuclear Licensing
#*G. Mahan, Sen'or Wek g Engineer
*J. McQuirter, Licensing Engineer

'#*W.-Odell, Manager, Oversight
.

C. Phipps,- Welder Qualificatica Coordinator
*M. Sankovich, Manager, Engineering
#J. Spivey, Jr., Senior QA Engineer

#*K. Suhrke, General Manager, Engineering and Administration-

*R. Vachon, Systems Engineer
#C. Walker, SupeU lsor, Operations (C
#R. Wright, Sr., Senior Technical Specialist-
N. Zink,~-Senior Civil /Structutal Design Engineer

CAJUN ELECTRIC

*W.-Curran, Site Representative

[BASCO SERVICES. INC.B

#C. Latiolais, Project Manager and NDE level lil Examiner

'WE| DING SERVICES INCORPORATED

J. Dickson, QA/QC Manager
T. Wiggins, Welding Supervisor

NRC

*R. Baer, Senior Reactor Health Physicist
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~ #EIFopd,SeniorResident? Inspector _
.#R.:H eris, NondestructiveiExamination (NDE) lechnician
*DU Loveless,7 Resident Inspector

?#M.: Modes, Chief,,NDE Mobile Laboratory
#P. Peterson,;NDE Technician

LThe-inspectors also interviewed other licensee employees during the
' inspection.

* Denotes-those attending the exit meeting _on-May 1, 1992.
.# Denotes those attending the exit meeting-on.May 15, 1992.

: 2.- ACTIONS ON PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED INSPECTION FINDINGS (92702)

-(Closed) Violation (458/9027-01):- - Failure to adequately control welding
- activities..

The inspectors verified that the licensee had developed and implemented a
~

- comprehensive welding training program for- personnel and _ a_ QC checklist
~

_ (QCL-SPC-0010)' forTdocumenting: the planned and- scheduled surveillance of- in-
process welding activities. Additional enhancements _ to the welding.and QC-:

programs which were1 verified by the' inspectors included: revision cfL

Procedure SPP-7002 to clarify weld joint. designs'and to require weld mapping
of:the American_ Welding-Society Code welds, revision of Procedure SPP-7010 to
require; independent _ verification of fitter and welder hold points, and

.rev4sion of. Procedure:QCI-3.11 to require' documentation of ASME Section IX
Coda year, and addendaised- for welder qualification. This violation is

' considered' closed.
,

73. 3 NUCLEAR' WELDING-GENERAL INSPECTION PROCEDURE (55050)

-sThe purpose-of this inspection was to determine whether: the licensee's_ welding
; specification and p ncedures'for replacement of the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV)' N4A feedwate t.ozzle safe end and thermal sleeve met applicable American-

; Society of Mechan uai Engineers-(ASME). Code, regulatory, and contract -

requirements.

:The inspectors observed part of the postweld heat treatment that was performed<

on the full size mockup to simulate the postweld heat treatment of the weld
-attaching the sacrificial ring to the RPV N4A feedwater nozzle. The postweld
' heat = treat cycle was_ started at 6 a.m. on. April 28,1 1992, and took 24 hours'to
complete. In-addition to observing the heat treatment and checking equipment-
calibration, the inspectors reviewed the heat-treatment records for heating
rate, temperature,Eand soak time. The inspectors noted that'the heating rate
above'5000F was nominally 100 F per hour as recorded on the strip chart.'

However, the data recorded-in the heat treatment temperature profile table.
indicated that there +'ere: periods during which tne heating rate at some

. thermocouple locations exceed a the maximum specified rate of 100oF per hour.
- -Wi'.h:the exception:noted abo the heat treatment of the mockup was

consistent with the requirements of the preliminary copy of the modification

-
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request (MR) for replacement of the RFV N4A feedwater nozzle safe end and
thermal sleeve, MR 91-0080.

The inspectors were informed that the test results had been received on
May 14, 1992, for the precedura qualification record (PQR) that was applicable
to the welding procedure specification (WPS) to be used for machine gas
tungsten arc welding (GTAW) of the replacement safe end to the RPV N4A
feedwater nozzle. This WPS utilized ASME Material Specification SFA 5.28 Type
ER805-G filler material and required postweld heat treatment of the initial
weld to the RPV N4A feedwater nozzic. At the end of the inspection on May 15,
1992, the WPS and PQR were in the review and approval cycle. Verification of
the compliance of the WPS and PQR with ASME Code Section IX requirements will
be performed during a future inspection.

The inspectors reviewed the weldar qualificatNn records for machine GTAW
using both direct visual control and remot visual control methods. The
-inspectors noted that each. test coupon was welded by more than one welding
operator and also that the welding operators Sd been qualified by mechanical
testing rather than by radiographic examination cs specified in GE
Specification 25A5081. A change was subsequently incorporated into the
preliminary d aft of MR 91-0080 which revised the specification to permit
welders.and welding operators to be qualified by either mechanical testing or
radiography. The inspectors had no technical concerns in regard to the use of
mechanical testing for qualification of welding operators, in that both
mechanical testing and radiographic examinations are approved methods in ASME
Code Section IX for qualification of welders and welding operators. The
inspectors questioned, however, the licensee's practice of qualifying mult ple

( welding operators using a single-test coupon. A specific example noted was
where four welding operators had been qualified using a single-test coupen in
the 6G position, with each welding operator being at the equipment controls
for fusion of one quadrant of the .oot consumable insert. The balance of the
weld wa; completed by each welding operator being at the equipment controls
-for a portion of the weld joint thickness. Paragraph QW-306 in Section IX of
the ASME Code, 1989 Edition through the 1990 Addenda, does state that two or
more welders or welding operators, each using the same or a different welding
process, may be qualified in combination in a single-test coupon. Licensee
personnel interpreted this criteria as permitting the qualification practice
that was used. The inspectors questioned the licensee's interpretation in
that none of the welding operators had been qualified for the full 6G position
for the weld root. Liensee personnel informed the inspectors near the
conclusion of the intnectice, that the welding operators had been requalified
using individual test coupons. The licensee plans to clarify this matter by
submitting a request to the ASME Code for interpre.'ation of QW-306 in the
context of qualification of multiple machine GTAW clerators on a single-test
coupon with a consumable insert in the 6G position.

The inspectors reviewed the procurement documents for the special SFA 5.28
Type ER80S-G welding material that had been purchased for buttering of the
feedwater noz-le and safe er.d replacement. The procurement documents
included: Purchase Requisition AMM82047, Purchase Order 92-C-71720, Quality

!
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Control Receiving Inspection Report 92RIR00322, GSU's request for the use of
ASME Section III Code Case N-483, and NRC authorization to use Code Case
N-483. The NRC-authorization letter dated April 2,-1992, specified that the
use of Code Case N-483 was acceptable contingent upon the 1!censee
satisfactorily testing the welding material. The receiving inspection report
stated that the material was on hold pending satisfactory testing. On May 14,
1992, the licensee informed the inspectors that the chemical and mechanical
test results, for the' all weld metal sample and 15 samples of the ER80S-G
welding material- (Heat 485936), hr.d been received and were being evaluated for
acceptability. Review by the-inspectors subsequent to the inspection
confirmed that the chemical and mechanical test results were satisfactory.

-Immediately prior to the end of the inspection, the inspectors reviewed the
procurement requirements (i.e., Purchase Order 91-J-73927,. Revision 1) and
vendor documentation that were applicable to the replacement SA508 Class I
safe end and thermal sleeve transition forgings. It was noted during this
review that the vendor heat treatment charts, for the two safe end forgings
that had been ordered,. identified that the forgings and test pieces from the
forgings had been--subjected to the required austenitizing, quench, and temper
heat treatment cycles. The. inspectors questioned licensee personnel en this
matter, in that'there was a potential violation of, the specimen location
requirements of paragraph NB-2223 in Section III of the ASME Code (pertaining
to distances of specimens from quenched surfaces) if the test material was not
an integral-part of the forging during the quenching process. The licensee
initiated contact with the vendor- to clarify the material heat treatment and
testing practices. Review of the information obtained by the licensee is
considered an unresolved item. .(458/9217-01)

4. EXIT INTERVIEW

Exit interviews.were conducted on May 1 and May 15, 1992, with the personnel
denoted in paragraph 1 in which the inspection findings-were summarized. The
licensee did not identify as propriet&ry any of the materials pro /ided to, or
reviewed by, the inspectors during this inspectior..


